20 YEARS OF THE BADDEST BITCHES IN PDX

POLEROTICA BRINGS TWICE THE EVIL
WHY BEING GOOD SUCKS!

MISS POLEROTICA 2013 TRINITY FROM RIVERSIDE SPORTS BAR

PLUS! HOMELAND SECURING YOUR PRIVACY
uncovering the northwest since 1993...

CELEBRATING 2 DECADES WITH 2 COVERS!

20 YEARS OF THE BADDEST BITCHES IN PDX

MISS POLEROTICA 2013
CHAOS FROM SAFARI SHOWCLUB

POLEROTICA BRINGS TWICE THE EVIL
WHY BEING GOOD SUCKS!

PLUS! TAKING TREE HUGGING TO THE NEXT LEVEL
NOW HIRING DANCERS!  DAILY AUDITIONS FROM 1PM-5PM FOR MORE INFO, CALL 503-737-7180

COME OUT AFTER BREWFEST AND PARTY WITH BOYZK & FRIDAY, JULY 26

FOR ONE OF OUR LUCKY CUSTOMERS, THE BREW WILL BE GIVING AWAY A PAIR OF TICKETS TO THE SOLD OUT RUSH SHOW ON SUNDAY, JULY 28!

BOOZE, FREE RUSH CONCERT TICKETS (IF YOU WIN) & NAKED WOMEN! ONLY AT THE WILD ORCHID CAN YOU EXPECT THIS!

WILD ORCHID

MIDNIGHT MADNESS EVERY NIGHT @ MIDNIGHT LAP DANCES FOR ONLY $1!

15826 SE DIVISION ST / 503-894-9219 / OPEN 1PM TO 2:30AM DAILY

WildOrchidPDX.com
Vagina Beauty Pageant™
2013

Club Rouge
a Gentlemen's Lounge

JULY 25 2013
9PM

$1,000 CASH PRIZE!

To Enter Contest, Call DJ Dick @ (503) 380-5800


GET PRESALE TICKETS NOW!
VaginaPageant.eventbrite.com

CLUB ROUGE • 403 SW STARK ST • (503) 227-3936

the OFFICE
6910 N INTERSTATE AVE • PORTLAND, OR 97217
(503) 206-5036 • 11AM - 2:30AM
BLUSH

GENTLEMEN’S CLUB

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN, ONE MILE SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE
OPEN MON-FRI 11AM-2:30AM
SAT 12PM-2:30AM • SUN 4PM-2:30AM

BEAUTIFUL NUDE DANCERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
FULL BAR • FULL MENU
LOTTERY GAMES
CORPORATE, BACHELOR & BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES

EXOTIC COVERGIRL AMBER

HAPPY HOUR! 4PM-7PM

THE HOME OF THE $4.25 16 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER!

Auditions
ALWAYS HIRING DANCERS (18 & OVER)
DAILY AUDITIONS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

5145 SE MCLoughlin BLVD
503-236-8559
NO COVER EVER!
FIREWORK DRINK SPECIALS
ON THURSDAY, JULY 4!
COME CELEBRATE WITH US!

TIJUANA TUESDAYS
TEQUILA SPECIALS
& 3 TACOS FOR $3

HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!

DANCERS WANTED!
CALL (503) 252-3529 TO
SET UP AN AUDITION
TWO STAGES, PLUS A MINORS' STAGE
LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER AND TANNING BED

NEW DAILY FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS!

MORE THAN JUST A STRIP CLUB!

Cabaret
SE STARK ST & 176TH AVE
HAPPY HOUR 2PM-6PM DAILY
4 VIP CHAMPAGNE ROOMS
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529
BIGGEST HEATED SMOKING PATIO IN PORTLAND!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
Voted Naughtiest Private Show In Oregon
For The 6th Year In A Row!

ARE YOU STAYING IN A DOWNTOWN OR AIRPORT HOTEL?
PUSSYCATS HAS A LOCATION FOR YOU!

— 4 LOCATIONS —

PDX AIRPORT LOCATION
3414 NE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97220 :: (503) 477-5602

DOWNTOWN PDX LOCATION
314 W BURNSIDE ST, SUITE 300
PORTLAND, OR 97209 :: (971) 279-4404

SE PDX LOCATION
5226 SE FOSTER RD
PORTLAND, OR 97206 :: (971) 279-5395

SW PDX LOCATION
5W BARBUR BLVD @ SW 53RD AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97219 :: (971) 279-4303

PUSSYCATS’ PRIVACY POLICY: NO CAMERAS VIDEO OR AUDIO RECORDING DEVICES ARE EVER PLACED IN THE PRIVATE SHOW ROOMS. PUSSYCATS ALWAYS PROTECTS YOUR PRIVACY.

NOW SPECIALIZING IN BACHELOR PARTIES!
CALL (503) 680-2337

OPEN 24 HOURS

NEW, YOUNGER, HOTTER & WILDER GIRLS AT EVERY LOCATION!
WWW.PUSSYCATSLIVE.COM

CALL FOR INTERVIEWS
(503) 680-2337

ATM
PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL BLVD - (503) 231-9199

Wet LUBE WRESTLING
FRIDAY, JULY 12

GREASEBALL CAR SHOW
SATURDAY, JULY 20 @ 11AM

TACO TUESDAYS
2 FOR $2!

BBQ DINNER WEDNESDAYS
6:30PM–8:30PM

$6 RIBEYE

FREE POOL
SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS

HAPPY HOUR
MON-SAT 1PM–6:30PM

PLAY LOTTERY GAMES HERE!

SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!
AUDITIONS DAILY • CALL (503) 231–9199 OR STOP BY CLUB • 18 & OVER
OREGON'S FUNNEST 18 & OVER STRIP CLUB

THE GOLDEN DRAGON EXOTIC CLUB
324 SW 3RD AVE / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503-274-1900
OPEN MON-FRI 2PM-SUNRISE & SAT-SUN 6PM-SUNRISE

THE PARTY DOESN'T STOP WHEN THE BARS CLOSE...

WE PARTY ALL NIGHT, UNTIL THE SUN COMES UP!

DANCE CONTEST WITH CASH PRIZES EVERY THU @ 10PM

WE LOVE 18TH BIRTHDAY PARTIES!

OUTFIT PROVIDED BY FLESH EXOTIC WEAR $19.99

GoldenDragonPDX.com
Follow Us On Instagram @GoldenDragonClub

HOT LAP DANCES / PRIVATE VIP ROOMS / FREE POOL NIGHTLY / VIDEO GAMES / SPORTS CHANNELS
ASSETS
2366 SE 82ND AVE
OPEN MON-FRI 11AM-2AM, SAT SUN 5PM-2AM
SPECIALS ON MICROS
AND PBR CANS!
14 BEERS ON TAP

GLIMMERS
3532 SE POWELL BLVD • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
BARTENDER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY!
$1 TALL BOYS
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY!
(GLIMMERS ONLY)

2ND ANNUAL LUAU PARTY!
FRIDAY, JULY 12
BIKINI BIKE & CAR WASH
SATURDAY, JULY 27 @ NOON

HAPPY HOUR
1PM-7PM FOR WELLS & DOMESTICS
7PM-10PM FOR TOP SHELF
MONDAYS - BIKE NIGHT 5PM - CLOSE
NICEST PATIO IN PORTLAND!

J-Love

NOW BOOKING NEW ENTERTAINERS! AUDITIONS SUNDAYS & MONDAYS 1PM TO 3PM OR CALL HEATHER (503) 875-9377 OR DAVE (503) 709-4639
No Overbooking, Experienced Management, We Train Dancers!
Stiletto

VEGAS-STYLE LINEUP
$30 HOUSE FEE
1 NIGHT ONLY
COMING AUGUST 16!

$30 HOUSE FEE
JULY 4, 5 & 6

KINDEST
FETISH AND
TOY SHOWS
IN TOWN!

NOW HIRING
HOT MODELS!

CLOTHING OPTIONAL
ONLY AT THE PARIS

24 HOURS WEEKENDS
11-MIDNITE WEEKDAYS
ALWAYS 18 & OVER

SIX SW 3RD 503.295.7808
RAYSPARISTHEATRE.COM

QUIT STARING AT StripSearchMe.Com
AND GET YOUR ASS TO THE CLUBS!
Salem’s Premier Lingerie Modeling
Explore Your Fantasies Here!

ViXens
3815 STATE ST
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 304-7682
OPEN 24/7 • 18 & OVER

PRIVATE 1-ON-1 SHOWS
OFFERING FETISH & TOY SHOWS
DUNGEON COMING SOON
DISCREET PARKING ENTRANCE
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE FUNCTIONS
WITH OPTIONAL CATERED BAR & FOOD

NOW HIRING — CONTACT (253) 653-2979 OR GO TO VIXENSMODELS.COM FOR INTERVIEWS

BLACK LIGHT CIRCUS
burlesque

featuring
Ultra Violets & Blazezuk Circus

Saturday, July 20 @ 10pm
Tickets $10 • 21+ Only With ID

“A Visually Captivating Evening Of Circus And Burlesque Performed Under Black Light, Aerial Trapeze, Silk And Lyra, Belly Dance, Ballet, Juggling, Dancing, Singing, Acrobatics, Comedy, Live Theatre, Poi, Hula Hoop, Body Painting And Burlesque!”

Analog
720 St Hawthorne Blvd • 503.306.7430
www.AnalogPDX.com

Christine Kacie

WE KNOW WHAT YOU WANT!
& SPOT...FIND IT!
All Female Owned And Operated • EST 1996
Open Year-Save • 7 days
No Appointment Necessary
FRONT AVENUE

STRIP CLUB

NOW OPEN MON-THU 11AM-MIDNIGHT
FRI 11AM-2AM & SAT NOON-2AM
HAPPY HOUR 11AM-6PM

$5 Lunch Special
Mon-Fri 11am-2pm

$2 PBR
All Day, Every Day!

Covered
Hookah Patio!

Daily Specials

No Cover
Charge

3075 NW FRONT AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97210 • (503) 471-9999
1 BLOCK OFF HWY 30 - ON THE WATERFRONT

Jiggles

7455 SW Nyberg St.
Tualatin OR 97224
503 692 3655

Piper

Portland Area’s Original
18 & Up Strip Club!
Still Open
7 Days a Week!

Mon - Thurs: 3pm to 2am
Fri - Sat: 3pm to 3am
Sundays: 6pm to 2am

New management!
No house fees!
Auditioning pretty girls
for all shifts!

Everyone’s first time was
at Jiggles.
The best wiggles are still
right here.

SEEKING DANCERS
FOR ALL SHIFTS!
AUDITIONS DAILY!
CALL (503) 919-4345
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KIT KAT CLUB
BRINGING THE SHOW BACK TO SHOW CLUBS

FEATURING PORTLAND'S MOST TALENTED SHOWGIRLS
WITH PORTLAND'S FAVORITE EMCEES...
ED FORMAN ON WEDNESDAYS!
RICHIE STRATTON ON THURSDAYS!
NIK SIN ON FRIDAYS!
MAD MARQUIS ON SATURDAYS!
AND NO COVER CHARGE!

KIT KAT CLUB
ALL-NUDE REVUE
This IS Your Grandfather's Strip Club!

231 SW ANKENY STREET
IN DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
NEXT TO VOODOO DOUGHNUTS
OPEN DAILY 5PM - 2:30AM
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/KITKATCLUBPDX
WE all love trees and we all love the forest, but how about taking a bath in a forest? Forest bathing or Shinrin-yoku is a popular, totally trendy and legitimately-prescribed activity given by Japanese doctors (meaning they have PhDs). Although a long-time practice in Japan, forest bathing is gaining much popularity recently in the states. The effects are sometimes described as similar to aromatherapy, making your nose itchy. The prescription consists of taking a trip to your local tree grove for some physician-declared-as-needed natural therapy. The goal is to absorb the trees into your entire being, like an angel-haired shamanistic earth-wearing wolf-person. Here’s to hoping your canines don’t grow too long and you don’t ruin your newly, manscaped backs.

The general idea with Shinrin-yoku, a term coined by the Japanese government in 1982, but inspired by ancient Shinto and Buddhist practices, is to let nature enter your body through all five senses (you know, smell, sight, touch, orgasm, insanity). I personally imagine this to include, pissing on a tree you are about to defile, chipping some bark from the tree, rubbing the bark all over your genitals, sniffing it, taking a gentle nip of it, peering maniacally with one eye at it, tapping it fiercely against the tree, then bounding away on all fours while you howl like a wild dog. Unfortunately, many people in Japan take forest bathing super seriously, so if you’re going to do it my way, don’t do it in Japan. In Japan, there are specific areas of forest set up, where consumers or patients are guided by “experienced” guides through the highly complex and multiple-layered practice of Shinrin-yoku, then tested for the medical science.

Currently, a ridiculous amount of research is going into Shinrin-yoku, facilitated by the Japanese government (specifically, the Forest Agency of Japan), including approximately $4 million dollars of funding into multiple types of research since 2004. The research includes field tests, hormone analysis and new brain-imaging technology, to illustrate whether the trees are touching your body on a molecular level. Unfortunately, a lot of the research is turning out in favor of the tree hugger. Tree humping might be doing real good things to your body, like reducing cortisone levels (stress hormone) and possibly even aiding the immune system’s fight against cancer cells. Studies are declaring that forest bathing increases natural killer (NK) activity in peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) by as much as 50 percent after a relatively short session (3 days or less). In stupid-people talk that means it helps your body create more of the cells that kill off virus-infected cells and that respond to tumor formation.

Ready, set, pack your back for the trees, throw in a bit of sunshine (like from a hot summer day) and you’re going to cure your Schizophrenia and Preeclampsia in no time. Luckily, unlike the sun, trees have not yet been proven to cause cancer and they may not give you an STD if you happen upon a lovely hole/branch (no promises there...F-U-N-G-U-S). But, before all you greasy hippies go bathing in trees, I would advise a one-up, taking it to the next level shit: bring a sex partner with you or maybe a pack of pals on horses and some coonhounds, for a wild hog-hunting party. Whichever you prefer, it’s sure to be a randy time—good fun party with branches for any sebum-layered motherfucker.

Please follow all signs and respect the trees during your rituals—lest you be struck down by God’s lightning.

For all you other sexless, pathetic fuckers suffering from nature deficit disorder (like me), looking at Internet pictures of nature seems to be a legitimate substitute with maybe, the exact same effect? A new area of research is needed for this recent development. If we can receive the benefits of forest bathing from a computer screen, where does that leave the forest?

Source:
Forest bathing enhances human natural killer activity and expression of anti-cancer proteins.
Li Q, et al.
Department of Hygiene and Public Health, Nippon Medical School, Tokyo.
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EVIL REIGNS SUPREME AT POLEROtica

After eight weeks of competition, PoleroticA came to a dramatic (and somewhat strange) climax last month at Dante’s. The finalists had each been assigned their respective sides in six head-to-head confrontations, that would place each contestant representing either good or evil. Now, it’s a given, that our naughty little industry obviously feels a little more at home on the wrong side of the tracks. But, when it came right down to it, that night made it pretty apparent that the dark side was playing with a loaded deck.

Our first sign of trouble for the Team Good Girl (TGG), was that less than a week before the final confrontation, not one, but three contestants (representing good) pulled themselves from the competition. Rumors as to why, varied from injury, to what I would like to say was a plain and simple case of cold feet. Not that I blame them, mind you. When heading in to a war of any kind, you need to take a long hard look at your opponent. Nobody wants to be slaughtered on the battlefield—especially when you’re doing it in front of an audience. The fallen pole warriors, who chose to surrender before battle, were replaced with three other contestants who had been eliminated in previous rounds and the stage was once again set for the final lineup.

The fall of the pure continued the night of the finals at Dante’s, when four more contestants failed to meet the required stage time and were immediately eliminated from the competition. Wouldn’t you know it, all four no-shows were fighting for TGG. When you run a show like this, you learn to roll with the punches, but this was a bit more complicated than most wild cards I’ve had handed to me in past shows. After three Michael Jackson’s Thrillers, dancing Alice in Wonderlands and more Little Red Riding Hoods than I can count, producing events like PoleroticA or Miss Exotic Oregon are always going to have curveballs—but losing four players at the kickoff of the stripper super bowl of good versus evil, made it a tricky one.

As the only two survivors on TGG, Ozzy (Dancin’ Bare/Pole Palace) and Ivory Frost (Stars Cabaret Bridgeport) bravely took the stage that night against an overwhelming evil presence. Representing the sinners were, Bella (Firehouse Cabaret), Austin Wilde (Sassy’s/Kit Kat), Sin (Union Jacks), Una (Kit Kat/Boom Boom) and what would become one of the most epic showdowns ever to take place in Exotic event history…Trinity (Riverside Sports Bar/Miss PoleroticA 2011) versus Chaos (Safari Showclub).

Trinity & Chaos were the only two perfect scores in the semi-final rounds. The mechanics of the contest would have originally made this confrontation impossible—as they had both opted to serve on the side of evil. But, since both of their original opponents had failed to show up to the finals…all bets were off.

The two were evenly matched in nearly every aspect of their performances. They were also responsible for a complete deadlock among our judges (which accounted for 70% of their scores). A deadlock the judges not only refused to break, but demonstrated their displeasure in making the scores public, by tearing apart their instant scoring cards and flinging them at the stage (redheads…what are ya’ gonna do). Normally, the fail-safe would have been handled by the 15% scoring of the customer votes or the additional 15% for audience response. There’s no way they would tie on that, was there? No, luckily…Chaos won the audience response by a mere fraction of a decibel on the noise meter with Trinity nipping at her heels. As for the votes? Trinity took first place on the votes, with Chaos right behind her. Did we have a winner? No, we had two—with both of them scoring 197 points out of a possible 200.

Along with our lead judge, we headed upstairs to the Exotic office for a red alert conference to decide what to do about the tie. Normally, a dance-off would be put into play with one song and instant scoring by the judges. No votes, no audience input—just a single song throw down. Considering the magnificent performances that both of these girls had delivered throughout the entire competition, letting it all come down to one song, just didn’t seem right (especially, when you consider the unruly judge factor). The kicker that helped us reach our decision was this—what you are holding in your hand is our 20th Anniversary Issue. For two decades, this magazine has been delivering the finest exotic entertainment in print, to the doorstep of nearly every single exotic business in the Northwest. If we can make it two decades, especially in this economy, why can’t we splurge and let the fates have their way—two covergirls it shall be.

Thanks to all of the people who made the PoleroticA finals a truly incredible night, including, but certainly not limited to, my co-host for the evening, Nik Sin, our judges (Scott Underwood, Lady Stockholm, Cricket, Athena Aura Nova & Sheena G), DJ Jim Harrison, the amazing staff at
Dante’s, special guest performers Lark and Burlesquire, about 15,000 naked people on bicycles (that gave us the distraction we needed to get the show restructured) and the backbone of the whole operation—the PoleroticA production team, AmbeRed, Kristin, Hypnox, Shawna, Dawn, Zak, and Bryan. Additional thanks are in order to the clubs that graciously welcomed us into their houses in our quest to find this year’s reigning PoleroticA champion(s), Mystic Gentlemen’s Club, The Boom Boom Room, The Kit Kat Club and Rose City Strip.

20 YEARS OF SEX, CLUBS, ROCK & ROLL

In closing, I would like to take a moment to get a little sentimental concerning the first issue of Exotic as it enters its second decade into print. I joined up with this merry band of talented perverts way back at the turn of the new millennium, when it was a magazine that consisted of eight glossy pages wrapped around 40 pages of newsprint. It had come a long way since its launch in May of 1993 as an 8 page black and white ‘zine that would be released every other month, until going monthly in October of ’93.

Back then, a newspaper by the name of the T & A times was the leader of the pack, but not for long, as Exotic magazine took the “gold rush of erotic entertainment” in Portland to the next level. The year I was born into all of this, I had actually started with another short-lived PDX industry mag named SFX, but after a rather unsatisfactory experience involving lack of payment, I found my home here at Exotic. And what a long strange trip it has been. Exotic has launched side projects over the years with a San Francisco & Seattle version and eventually return to Seattle for 5 years of Exotic Underground. Amazing talent has come and gone over the years in these pages, and still continues to thrive today. Thanks for being here for us Portland, it has been our pleasure to be your guides over the past 20 years as we continue to show you the way to your naughtiest desires and sexiest fantasies.

Keep your eye open in next month’s issue for information on our 20th Anniversary Party and a bit of a tribute (and possible resurrection) of the Exotic contest that started them all, way back in 2000. Be sure to show support for Mystic Gentlemen’s Club (Club of the Year - Western Region) and Lucky Devil Lounge (Small Club of the Year - Western Region) for their nominations in the Exotic Dancer Awards. Vote online at the edawards.com.

JULY EVENTS

THU 4 – Al’s Den (Crystal Hotel) - The Ed Forman 4th of July Special
Star Theater - Boyeurism - A First Thursday All-Male Review

WED 10 – Stars Cabaret (Bend) - Feature pornstar Alexis Monroe
Mystic Boutique - Summer Corest Clearance Sale
Torched Illusions - 1st Annual 710 raffle with 17 chances to win!

THU 11 – Dante’s - Mickey Avalon
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Feature pornstar Alexis Monroe

FRI 12 – Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Stars’ 17th Birthday Bash with Feature pornstar Alexis Monroe
Safari Showclub - Wet Lube Wrestling
King’s Wild - 2nd Annual Luau Party

Foxy Girls - 2-Year Anniversary party with DJ Dick Hennessy
SAT 13 – Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Feature pornstar Alexis Monroe

THU 18 – Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - TV Icon Night with dancers dressed as your favorite TV hotties

FRI 19 – Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Entertainer Appreciation Party
Club 205 - Covergirl Dance Contest
Dante’s - Floater
Star Theater - Burlesque legend Tempest Storm returns to the Star Theater

SAT 20 – Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Mechanical Surfing Contest
Stars Cabaret (Salem) - Voodoo Tiki Weekend with pig roast & Hawaiian buffet
Pallas Club - Oil Wrestling with prizes
Safari Showclub - Greaseball Car Show at 11am
The Analog - Black Light Circus Burlesque

WED 24 – Rose City Strip - Miss Metal Portland Contest with $666 in cash, plus tickets to Raven. An extreme raffle & prizes all night - sponsored by Exotic magazine
Wild Orchid - 105.9 Brewfest with Boyzk - 1 lucky customer can win tickets to the sold-out Rush show on July 28

THU 25 – Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Feature pornstar Capri Cavanni
Club Rouge - DJ Dick Hennessy’s 4th Annual Vagina Beauty Pageant

FRI 26 – Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Stars’ Panty Raid

SAT 27 – King’s Wild - Bikini Bike & Car Wash
Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Feature pornstar Capri Cavanni
Dream On Saloon - Oil Wrestling with prizes

WEEKLY EVENTS

MONDAYS – Dante’s - Karaoke From Hell
Stars Cabaret (Salem & Bridgeport) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm
King’s Wild - Bike Night 9pm-close

TUESDAYS – Lucky Devil Lounge - Tiny Tuesdays
Club 205 - 2-for-Tuesdays
Safari Showclub - Taco Tuesdays 2 for $2
Cabaret - Tijuana Tuesdays

WEDNESDAYS – Heat - Wild Wednesdays
Devils Point - 80s Night
Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm

THURSDAYS – Heat - Double Trouble Thursdays
Golden Dragon - Dance Contest with cash prizes at 10pm
Al’s Den (Crystal Hotel) - The Ed Forman Show

SUNDAYS – Dante’s - Sinferno Cabaret
Star Theater - Church of Hive
Club Rouge - Throwback Absolut Industry Party
Pallas Club - Free pool all day & night
Devils Point - World Famous Strippersaoke
Safari Showclub - Free pool all day & night
Skin - NASCAR Sundays

(For additional or expanded listings, email editorial@xmag.com)
As you are reading this, the latest attempt at bringing Superman to the big screen will have been out for about two weeks (June 14 release date). It is with much-guarded anticipation that I think, maybe, this time I will see a real Superman movie. I have been a comic book fan most of my life, particularly DC comics, home of the big, blue boy scout. While never a huge Supes fan, I do respect the place he holds in the DC universe. Especially, his interactions and counterpoint of view to Batman and others. Hell, I always get a kick out of the Bat outsmaiming him and kicking the crap out of him. But, most importantly, Superman has always represented the idea and belief of what is good in mankind and a hope for something better—no matter how dark and hopeless all may seem.

To date (other than Burton’s first Batman and Nolan’s not-quite-in-the-DC Universe Batman trilogy) Warner Brothers and DC comics have had their metaphoric ass-whoopings. But, there was a glimmer of hope with Superman II in 1980. Out of all the films to date, I think this one was the best, but not by much. The plot of the film is, a trio of Kryptonian super-villains in fetish gear arrive on Earth, the Man of Steel gives up his powers to get his super-freak on with Lois. Basically, you will believe a man can fuck. We also got the tag line we might be seeing again soon, “Kneel before Zod”. While good, still more slapstick in parts for a true Supes movie. This was followed up by two atrocious cash cow sequels; Superman III and Superman: The Quest For Peace. I am surprised, that after these two movies, Superman ever got another chance with Hollywood. Nuff said.

After a ridiculously long time, the studio decides to give Big Blue another shot with Superman Returns (2006). Superman returns to Earth, after five years away to find that, Lois and the rest of Metropolis have moved on. Also, Luther’s got a real-estate scheme. Yes, another one—shut up. First the good; some amazingly crafted super-set pieces, where Superman saves a space-plane, stops bank robbers, etc., and one last Superman-Lois nighttime flight across the city strikes a rather interesting, mournful note. Then the bad; Director Bryan Singer’s tone and imagery are so beholden to the Donner film, that Superman Returns never steps out of the 1978 film’s shadow and devolves into pastiche. I wanted to like this film, I honestly did. But, when you have a director who has to get his personal agenda in every movie he makes and has no respect for the source material (50 freaking years of comics), it just did not deliver for me at all! I will give credit to Brandon Routh for being a notable Superman with what he had to work with. I think he deserved another shot. But alas, he is taking a seat next to Timothy Dalton (as a short-lived 007) on the good actor, terrible script bench.

That leads us to Man of Steel. Director, Zack Snyder, has proven he can make a respectable comic book film that remains faithful to the source material with Watchmen* and 300, and the cast looks solid. Then, there is the Christopher Nolan (Dark Knight Trilogy) factor. I have loved every single thing he has done. Like the saying goes, “In Nolan we trust.”

Superman deserves his own shot at success with a modern audience and I say that in the spirit of fair play. It’s the movies that define Superman in the general public mind, while the comics merely serve up intriguing backstory and endless reboots (thus, ensuring that the DC Universe remains a rigidly Newtonian one, eternally defaulting to factory presets) for a small, ever-aging, ever-shrinking readership. But, the million-dollar question is this, will a successful Superman film foreshadow a Justice League film? Because, you know, there aren’t any other studios releasing multiple, comic-based films that lead up to one, large superhero team film.
most lavishly budgeted, animated cartoons as some of the finest, and certainly the nal eight shorts. These cartoons are seen at Famous Studios, which produced the first nine cartoons were produced by Fleischer Studios (the name by which the cartoons are commonly known). In 1942, Fleisch-
studios was dissolved and reorganized at past attempts to put Big Blue on the big screen was actually animated. The first screen.
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As strange as it may seem, many strippers have “real” lives. Although it may not make sense to someone who makes eight bucks an hour (plus, the zero percent tip usually left by Portland hipsters), a large majority of dancers are actually stripping to supplement the income provided by a career (or dead-end job) that they care about (one that does not require getting naked for guys in curly moustaches, who smell like record stores and underachievement). Here’s how to spot them:

HELLO KITTY ATTIRE

There are three groups of women who have no shame in sporting the seemingly innocent cartoon face known as Hello Kitty; Asian teenagers, children and strippers. If you are wondering if the girl working at Starbucks is a pole dancer, take note of how many pink-kitten accessories she possesses. If a food cart employee’s earrings, socks, mini purse and shoes all feature a Hello Kitty theme, ask her what her stage name is. The appeal behind Hello Kitty is somewhat baffling, as it is a brand without actual substance. As in, there are (to the best of my knowledge) no mainstream lines of Hello Kitty comic books, movies, television shows or cartoons (other than post-market-appeal bullshit based on the success of the brand). Rather, the company responsible (Sanrio) simply makes money by attaching recognizable cute faces to things, like dildos, G-strings and baby clothing. Be careful if you’re on the hunt however, as the more Hello Kitty shit a stripper owns, the less likely it is that she’s on birth control.

FLAVORED VODKA

To an alcoholic, the purpose of drinking clear liquor (such as vodka or gin), is to mask the odor while limiting the chances of a violent hangover halfway through a shift. To a stripper, vodka is the tofu of booze. Mixing it with anything makes it taste good, but on its own, it is completely void of purpose. Aside from energy beer marketed to the urban demographic (Joose, Four Loko, etc.), you will not find a brand of clear liquor more willing to fuck up their own means than Stoli. This company produces vodka with flavors such as blueberry, cranberry and pomegranate, and if you’ve ever taken a straight shot of the shit, it was probably while in a stripper’s kitchen. Strippers like to smell good and booze gives folks bad breath. Somewhere along the lines of stripper lution, a house mother must have started a rumor that getting shitfaced with the help of artificial strawberry flavoring, reduces the likeliness of stinking away customers. Then again, Stoli also makes a Jalepeño variety. Yum...

SECONDARY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS

Does the girl you just added, list herself as in an open relationship with a character from True Blood? Are her photo albums littered with Instagram-filtered close-ups of shoes, camping trips that make Oregon appear suitable for bikini-clad activity and the occasional tribal-tattooed, buff, half-shoulder cropped from the photos that don’t feature empty Stoli bottles in the background? Does she list both Nickelback and Lil Wayne as musical interests, next to her favorite movie—the most recent adaptation of a Broadway play (Rent, Les Misérables, etc)? Congratulations, you are on your way to discovering the harsh truth—Georgia O’Queef is not a graduate of Hard Knock University, nor is Hard Knock University even a real place. If you are trying to obtain an eventual restraining order, the good news is that she is most likely “friends” with her real life self. Look through her dozen non-stripper female friends to find the one with a blurry profile picture and a random photo of a child at the beach. This is her actual page.

WORLDLY EXPERIENCE NOT INVOLVING COLLEGE, MILITARY OR CHURCH

Have you ever been told that you aren’t cultured because you haven’t visited Prague, gated parts of Jamaica, Hawaii, Paris, uptown New York or any other non-threatening, but far away location? If you were told that you should visit every one of these places during your next week off, and the source of this suggestion was a 19 year-old girl who never finished high school, this person is a stripper. Aside from, say, freelance circus performers and Mormons, no one has the spare time or budget to play Carmen Sandiego. The ability to “just sorta fly to Italy,” takes an unlimited disposable income (sugar daddy), ability to skirt responsibility (baby daddy) and a flexible schedule that is arranged via text message (by a guy known to his employees as “Daddy’). This makes me wonder if strippers aren’t solely responsible for keeping the rest of the world from attacking us. Something has to be responsible for this passive restraint and I’m guessing it’s the hundreds of hot pieces of young ass that aren’t just hostel-ing it up with the rest of the exchange students. Think about it, you have nothing but fat, fanny-pack Wal-Martians invading all the countries too rich for missionaries—giving most of the non-Merican world the impression that we aren’t exactly any different than we were 500 years ago. If it weren’t for the Amazonian D-cups buying up all the Hello Kitty shit from the locals, we’d be down another two towers in no time.

Now, I’m not going to say that anyone fitting into the above categories is automatically a stripper. But, I’m only not saying that because I don’t want any more nasty Facebook messages from Oxygirl Kittenfuck, explaining to me how buying actual Hello Kitty literature every time she gets drunk on watermelon vodka in Japan, doesn’t automatically make her a stripper. Once I deactivate my Facebook account and change my number (give it a few relationships), I will stand by everything I said in this column.

TalesFromTheDJBooth.com
APHRODITE’S
HOT LINGERIE PARTY!

21 and Over
Full Wine Bar
coming soon!

COME PARTY LIKE AN
EMPEROR!

www.hotlingerieparty.com
(Free membership for select gentlemen over 25)
10931 SW 53rd Ave. Portland, Oregon 97219
Open 2pm - 4am

Tired of the same
strip club experience?
Come party with real lingerie
models every night of the week!

European Style
Lapdance & Hostess Club

3 for $40 lapdances
$5 taxi dances
Private VIP rooms
Free buffet 2am nightly
Private bachelor/bachelorette
rooms
Couples welcome!

LADIES!
Become an Aphrodite’s
“Goddesses”……No NUDITY or
stage dancing required.
Make money partying!
Looking for women 21-35 with
brains and beauty
Hiring call Ky (310)897-1681

Nicolai Street
CLUBHOUSE

Stacey

Restaurant & Lounge
NORTH END OF NW 24TH & NICOLAI ST
(503) 227-5354

A Comfortable Neighborhood Bar,
Serving Great Food & Beverages
At Popular Prices!

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
MON-SAT 2PM-2AM

AUDITIONS DAILY
CONTACT ALI @ (503) 268-7429
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

OPEN
MON-FRI 10AM-2:30AM
SAT 2:30PM-2:30AM

HAPPY HOUR
FOOD & BEVERAGE SPECIALS!
MON-SAT 2PM-6PM
SALEM'S ONLY REAL PRIVATE LINGERIE MODELING STUDIO!
YOUR FANTASY IS OUR Specialty! CLEAN & DISCREET.

FREE LIMO PICK-UP FOR TRUCK DRIVERS
FROM PILOT TRAVEL CENTER (I-5 EXIT 365) & TA TRAVEL CENTER (I-5 EXIT 370)
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A HALF-HOUR SHOW!

$40 FOR 1/2 HOUR OF YOUR MODEL’S TIME
(SHOWS EXTRAS DEPENDING ON SHOW TYPE)

OPEN 24/7 - NOW HIRING

SweeThearts Modeling
3453 Silverton Rd NE | Salem, OR 97301 | (503) 561-7848

Cheetahs Cabaret
3453 Silverton Rd NE | Salem, OR 97301 | (503) 581-7343
The Only 18 & Over Club In Salem
CHECK OUT WWW.CHEETAHLIVE.COM

LIVE 2-GIRL SHOWS!

OIL WRESTLING
SATURDAY, JULY 6
HALF PRICE COVER WITH MILITARY ID

TWO-GIRL SHOWER SHOWS EVERY WEEKEND!
HAPPY HOUR VIP NUDE DANCES DAILY 7PM-10PM $15
FREE TACO BAR THU-SUN 7PM-10PM W/ PAID COVER
MONDAYS - ALL MILITARY GET IN FREE
TUESDAYS - 2-FOR-1 ALL NIGHT LONG
WEDNESDAYS - COUNTRY WESTERN NIGHT
MECHANICAL BULL COMING SOON!

LIMO VIP DANCING $199.99
(503) 562-6905
OMMPP PATIENT RESOURCE CENTER

LOCATED AT SE GLADSTONE ST & SE CESAR E CHAVEZ BLVD (SE 39TH AVE)

LOBBY OPEN 11AM-7PM
24-HOUR FULL SERVICE WINDOW
FLOWERS + CONCENTRATES + MEDIBLES + TINCTURES + SALVES + CLONES + GLASS PIECES!

4020 SE CESAR E CHAVEZ BLVD • 503-954-2275
PORTLAND, OR 97202

Portland
Compassionate
Caregivers

OPEN 24 HOURS!
HIGHEST QUALITY MEDS!
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!

EXOTIC PRESENTS

BASTARDS

BRIAN ECKBOAT

EXCUSE ME,
DO YOU KNOW
WHEN IT'S UP NEXT?

YES.

WELL? WHERE ARE WE?

THE DJ BOOTH.

NO! WHERE ARE YOU ON
THE LIST?

I'M NOT ON THE LIST!

ALRIGHT SMARTASS,
I'LL JUST LISTEN FOR MY
NAME. GIVE ME ONE STRAIGHT ANSWER
OR I'M GOING TO KILL YOU!

I AM ON THE FRONT OR BACK STAGE.

AAAAAAAARGH!!!!
Where Your Fantasy Becomes Reality!

Hottest Models!

Naughtiest Shows!

$20 LAP DANCES

Club.Fantasy.PDX@gmail.com

1232 NE COLUMBIA BLVD
CLUB FANTASY
503-445-6688 24/7

ITALY

NOW HIRING HOT MODELS (503) 453-2647
(This number for hiring only)

ATM VISA MASTERCARD ACCEPTED!
Chaos
MISS POLEROTICA 2013
FROM SAFARI SHOWCLUB

PINUP CALENDAR
JULY 2013
Trinity
MISS POLEROTICA
2013 FROM RIVERSIDE
SPORTS BAR

MON 1 TUE 2 WED 3 THU 4 FRI 5 SAT 6 SUN 7 MON 8 TUE 9 WED 10 THU 11 FRI 12 SAT 13 SUN 14 MON 15 TUE 16 WED 17 THU 18 FRI 19 SAT 20 SUN 21 MON 22 TUE 23 WED 24 THU 25 FRI 26 SAT 27 SUN 28 MON 29 TUE 30 WED 31
FOXY GIRLS
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
18935 E BURNSIDE ST
GRESHAM, OR 97233
(503) 665-3773

2-YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY!
FRIDAY
JULY 12 @ 9PM
HOSTED BY DJ Dick Hennessy

NO COVER
TEQUILA SPECIALS
FREE VOODOO DOUGHNUTS
RAFFLE & PRIZES
GIVEAWAYS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT - DOLLAR DANCES!

Piercings & Tattoos

INDUSTRY DISCOUNTS!

TATTOOS - Buy 1 Hour, Get 1 FREE ($125/hr)

PIERCINGS - FREE Piercing (w/ Purchase Of Jewelry)

HIGH CLASS PIERCING & TATTOO
5117 SE POWELL BLVD - PDX - (503) 954-2903

OPEN TUE-SAT NOON-8PM & SUN NOON-6PM
VOTED #1 STRIP CLUB IN OREGON BY TUSCL.COM

Rose City Strip
Proudly Presents

$666
IN WICKED CASH!
GRAND PRIZE: $500 CASH & TICKETS TO

MISS METAL PORTLAND CONTEST!

WED. JULY 24 • 9PM • NO COVER
AREN’ YOU EVIL? COME AND PROVE IT—AS PORTLAND’S MOST METAL STRIPPER!
EXTREME RAFFLE & METAL PRIZES ALL NIGHT! CELEBRITY METAL JUDGES PANEL FEATURING MEMBERS OF

OPEN TO ALL DANCERS FROM ALL CLUBS
DANCERS RSVP & CALL FOR CONTEST DETAILS @ 503-710-4571

ALSO J.J.’S BIRTHDAY BASH!

3620 SE 35TH PL • 503-239-1004 • OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY
People bitch and moan a lot these days about the power of the media, calling it “evil” and “manipulative” to the audience. Well, this might be true, but they’re not using cheap tricks of persuasion just for the sake of being evil and manipulative. No. Like anything, there’s a bottom line involved. They’re trying to win arguments or sell products in most cases and you can use the same tactics on a personal scale.

Now, this is the modern day, where social networking provides a micro-podium for anyone with a terms-of-service-appropriate message (in a certain format and size) to say whatever they feel like saying to their abbreviated audience. But, much like social networks can spread information and help expedit communications, they can also be used to forcibly validate pretty much anything you want people to believe. How, you ask? Well, it’s easy! You can use the same tricks big media outlets use, without even having to pretend to be objective.

The easiest way to cement your personal opinions as valid or factual is with the double-whammy of mixed media. In the case of social nets, you can’t quite get away with as much as, say, a television network that hits you with sound, video, still images AND text all at once, but you can use a combo of text and images. Don’t be fooled. You can shovel even the most ridiculous things in the direction of factuality using just pictures and words. You don’t need to be a whiz with image editing tools like Photoshop or a master writer, either. Hell, you can use “MS Paint” and be barely literate!

Let’s try a few on for size and see what we come up with. I’ll include a brief intro to the technique—a real-life, straight-from-actual-people-on-the-Internet example. Then, I will provide my own version, to illustrate the point...

1. THE FAMOUS QUOTE

This is a pretty easy one. You just make up something seemingly profound that supports your point of view and ascribe it to a famous philosopher, intellectual or renowned historical figure. You see this all the time, particularly when people are trying to vilify change.

Here’s our example: Albert Einstein, genius physicist and all-around decent fellow. Full of profound quotes.

“'You want to live a happy life, be it to a goal, not to people or objects.’
— Albert Einsteins

most people care to do, so he may as well have said it! I mean, he said a lot of things, right? Like this:

He was a smart man, Mr. Einstein. Way ahead of his time.

2. UN-LIKE IMAGE COMPARISON

This one works by taking two images (one positive and one negative) and forcing a comparison between the two. Now, this is done a lot in very valid scenarios, but the difference between a valid scenario and being your own evil media is that the two images do not have to have anything to do with the point you’re trying to make.

Take this example:

This is some pro-weed graphic a random person made. Note, how the top image is of magnanimous, benevolent light from above while the bottom is a cold, sterile factory environment. You will also note that there is no weed (cannabis) in the top picture, nor is there any alcohol in the bottom picture. It’s a picture of light and a picture of some factory somewhere. You can’t tell what they’re making. Is it alcohol? Car parts? Tampons? Bulletproof yarmulkes? Nobody knows! Despite this, you are left with the impression that the chronic is a gift from heaven and booze is made on an assembly line by soulless, underpaid workers in corporate-land.

I can tell you’re thinking “nobody’s dumb enough to fall for that kind of trick,” but they are that dumb, and they do fall for it... all the time, in fact!

Let’s see what I could come up with:

Yep. It’s just that easy.

3. THE CROSS “GET-IT-OFF-ME” PICTURE

This one is great. You put a picture of something that’s really nasty looking and suggest that it’s because of fill-in-the-blank. People look and go, “Holy crap, that’s bad!” But what is the picture really of? Is that really a gland in the human body? Well, the image says that it is. That blue shit doesn’t look good and thus, whatever the graphic says is bad becomes responsible for this horrible imagery. That could be a California-grown walnut for all we know, but no, trust me, it’s fluoride on a pineal gland. Do you know how important that gland is?!

Holy fuck, it could cause your genitals to disappear if it’s not properly cared for! No more of that bump n’ grind for YOU, if you keep being a jerk.

I like it though. Let’s see what I can do:

Fucking’ Donkey Kong. Banana-stealing, testicle-shrivelling motherfucker.

4. THE SCIENTIST QUOTE

I know, it’s very similar to the famous-person-quote above. There’s a difference though. In this case, it’s not even a famous person, or even a person you would recognize. Nope, it’s just “Mr. Science Guy” backing up your beliefs fully. He’s a nameless, but official-looking character, who is pictured and quoted. His quote, of course, should backup whatever you have to say. Hell, he might not even exist, but for the people who are watching, he’s solid gold.

Here’s our example:

And here’s what you could do with the same format:

Man. That guy is totally on the ball. I love his speeches and published papers.

So, those are your first four lessons in how to be your own evil media. Got something you believe in? UFOs? Chemtrails? Vatican conspiracy? Sugar beets? Printers? Well, now you have the tools to make a hell of a lot of people fall into your line of thinking and you barely have to try—it’s just that easy! So, enjoy turning all the people on your social contact list into true believers. Sure, you’re not CNN or Fox News or MSNBC, but you can use some of the same tactics for no money at all.

Good luck with your empire and be sure to save a seat for me at the congratulatory banquet. Tell the cooks that I like ribs.

-WStM

Wombstrechta the Magnificent is a retired rapper and professional troll. More of his helpful articles can be found at OneHourPharmacy.com
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CLATSKANIE

CLUB U-VACNA
91844 Rulyvile Rd / (503) 455-2278
1 Stage, Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon-Sat 3pm-2am

COOS BAY

BACHELOR’S INN
63721 Edwards Rd / (541) 266-8827
1 Stage, Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon-Sat 4pm-2am, Sun 6pm-2am

CORVALLIS

ADULT SHOP
2315 9th St NW / (541) 754-7039
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
10am-2am / 7 Days

EUGENE

ADULT SHOP
1250 River Rd / (541) 888-5411
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
720 Garfield St / (541) 345-2873
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
Mon-Thurs 8am-12am, Fri-Sat 24 Hours

ADULT SHOP
86784 Franklin Blvd / (541) 836-3203
Videos, Magazines, Books, Multi Ch. Arcade, Novelties, Lingerie
8am-Midnight / 7 Days

B & B DISTRIBUTORS
710 W 8th Ave / (541) 683-8899
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE NILE
1030 Highway 99 N / (541) 688-1869
Bar, Food, Dancers
Mon-Sat Noon-2am, Sun 3pm-12am

SILVER DOLLAR CLUB
2620 W 10th Pl / (541) 485-2303
Beer & Wine, Food, 3 Stages
Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30am, Sun 6pm-2:30am

GERVAIS

LAST CHANCE SALOON
7650 Checkboard Ct / (503) 792-5100
Full Bar, Lottery, 1 Stage
Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 1pm-2:30am

KLAMATH FALLS

THE ALBA
5715 S 6th St / (541) 882-0145
1 Stage, Beer and Wine, Lottery
Mon-Sat 3pm-2:30am, Sun 3pm-Mid

LINCOLN CITY

IMAGINE THAT II
2159 NW Highway 101, Suite C
(541) 998-6560
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelties
Sun-Thur 1pm-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-Mid

MENLO

SPORTS VISION
3475 Silverton Rd / (503) 370-7080
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

RIPON

ADULT SHOP
2600 River Rd / (541) 981-1818
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3593 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 385-8111
5711 S 6th St / (541) 882-0145
Lingerie Modeling
3453 Silverton Rd NE / (541) 381-7343
Lingerie Modeling
24 Hours / 7 Days

VIDEOS
3815 State St / (971) 304-7682
Lingerie Modeling
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE FIREHOUSE CABARET
5762 Portland Rd NE / (503) 393-4782
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery
Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 6pm-2:30am

STARS CABARET
1550 Weston Ct NE / (503) 370-2063
Full Bar, Full Menu, Sports Room, 4 Stages
Mon-Sat 11am-2:30am, Sun 4pm-2:30am

SWEETHEARTS LINGERIE MODELING
3453 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 393-7343
Lingerie Modeling
24 Hours / 7 Days

VIDEOS
345 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 581-7343
18+ Juice Bar, Full Menu
Sun-Thur 7pm-2am, Fri-Sat 7pm-4am

EVA’S BOUTIQUE
5330 Commercial St SE / (503) 763-6754
5393 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 385-8111
Lingerie, Clothing, Books, Gifts, Novelties
Mon-Thur 10am-Mid, Fri-Sat 10am-2am

THE FIREHOUSE CABARET
393 Commercial St SE / (503) 371-1565
Full Bar, Full Menu, Light-Up Dance Floor And Pole
2pm-2:30am / 7 Days

SPICE VIDEO
3473 Silverton Rd / (503) 370-7080
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

SALEM

ADULT SHOP
155 Lancaster Dr SE / (503) 585-8288
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3113 River Rd / (503) 390-4371
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
10am-Mid / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
2410 Mission St S / (503) 763-3556
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days

DON’S ADULT BOOKS
3815 State St / (503) 363-3846
Adult Books, Videos, 63 Ch. Arcade and Mini-theatre
9am-2am / 7 Days

CINERAS XXX CABARET
3453 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 581-7343
18+ Juice Bar, Full Menu
Sun-Thur 7pm-2am, Fri-Sat 7pm-4am

EVA’S BOUTIQUE
5330 Commercial St SE / (503) 763-6754
5393 Silverton Rd NE / (503) 385-8111
Lingerie, Clothing, Books, Gifts, Novelties
Mon-Thur 10am-Mid, Fri-Sat 10am-2am

THE FIREHOUSE CABARET
5762 Portland Rd NE / (503) 393-4782
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery
Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 6pm-2:30am

HARD CANDY
940 Commercial St NE / (503) 365-2802
Full Bar, Full Menu, 2 Stages
Mon-Sat Noon-2:30am, Sun 4pm-2:30am

PRESLEY’S PLAYHOUSE
3800 Commercial St SE / (503) 371-1565
Full Bar, Full Menu, Light-Up Dance Floor And Pole
2pm-2:30am / 7 Days

SPICE VIDEO
3473 Silverton Rd / (503) 370-7080
Videos, Magazines, Multi Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

ASTORIA

ANDIE’S SALOON
2897 Marine Dr / (503) 325-2746
Beer & Wine, 1 Stage
Tue-Sat 5pm-2:30am

BEND

IMAGINE THAT
197 NE Third St / (541) 312-8100
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelties
24 Hours / 7 Days

PLEASURE WORLD
1843 NE 3rd St / (541) 317-9723
Videos, Novelties, Lingerie, Books
24 Hours / 7 Days

STARS CABARET
197 NE 3rd St / (541) 388-4081
Full Bar, Full Menu, Beautiful Dancers
Mon-Sat 11am-2am, Sun 4pm-2am

LINCOLN CITY

IMAGINE THAT II
2159 NW Highway 101, Suite C
(541) 998-6560
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelties
Sun-Thur 1pm-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-Mid

MEDFORD

ADULT SHOP
3506 W 6th St / (541) 298-1874
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
8am-2am / 7 Days

UMATILLA

THE DALLAS
1501-6th St / (541) 922-4112
2 Stages, Full Bar, Lottery, Full Menu,
Tue-Thur 4pm-2:30am, Fri 11am-2:30am,
Sat & Sun Noon-2:30am, Closed Mon
Adult Entertainment: 6pm-2am

THE RIVERSIDE
1501-6th St / (541) 922-4112
2 Stages, Full Bar, Lottery, Full Menu,
Tue-Thur 4pm-2:30am, Fri 11am-2:30am,
Sat & Sun Noon-2:30am, Closed Mon
Adult Entertainment: 6pm-2am

DID WE MISS A LOCATION? LET US KNOW!
PHONE: 503.241.4317
FAX: 503.914.0439
EMAIL: info@xmag.com
Krissy Summers
University Of Michigan Cheerleader
The REAL “Girl Next Door” Loves To Party At Dennis Hof’s World Famous Moonlite Bunny Ranch!

KrissySummers@BunnyRanch.com

NOW HIRING FUN GIRLS: IF YOU ARE OVER 18, FRIENDLY AND WOULD LIKE TO MAKE LOTS OF MONEY, THEN GIVE MADAM SIZETTE A CALL AT 888-BUNNYRANCH. WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE, PROVIDE HOUSING AND YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE ON TV.
I'll never understand what it is about Journey. Why do they hold so much power? The group is played in the strip club to the point of obscenity. Yet, every night, when people hear the first opening chords of “their song,” the club becomes chaos. People scream and throw their hands up in the air. They leap out of their chairs and wrestle with their jackets, fishing for their lighters. A little part of me dies inside...every time.

Last night, I was giving a lapdance alongside another girl with a customer. Our club isn't much of a lapdance club. There are no private booths for you to negotiate exactly what “no touching” means between you and the stripper. At my club you sit, on your hands, on a pleather bench, right beside other customers purchasing lapdances. Our bouncers, one of which wears a fully-stocked riot vest and rocks facial piercings and tattoos, will burn holes through your khakis as they watch over the dance room and shine flashlight in the eyes of any perpetrators of suspect movement. We’re not exactly a jack shack.

I wrapped up my customer’s dance, collected my money and was getting dressed, when I heard a loud collective cheer from the bar and heard the all-too-familiar, “She’s just a small time girl...” At this point, without fail, the DJ cuts off the music inviting the patrons to finish, “Livin' in a LONELY world.”

Yeah, get that midnight train to take you the fuck out of here...

The customer who had been occupied with my co-worker about jumped out of his seat in excitement. “KEEP DANCING!” He frantically waved at me to keep going for his friend. He begged my fellow dancer and I to continue this side-by-side lapdance to this very special song. He assured his companion he would foot the bill. No time for chit-chat—we’re wasting precious stanzas. Judging from the vacant expression and gentle swaying of my customer, I’d say he was a little too inebriated to appreciate the unique bonding experience being facilitated by his buddy. I didn’t have anything else better going on. Who am I to judge?

Unfortunately, the customer beside me was not getting it “any way he wanted it” and was too handsy for the club or my co-worker’s liking. Their dance was abruptly cut short. The customer, of course, didn’t feel like paying for the dances he purchased. Even if he felt like he shouldn’t have to pay for the partial dance he received (which he absolutely SHOULD), I’m curious why he felt he shouldn’t have paid me for the full dance I gave to his friend. I didn’t have time to argue about it. I was late to the main stage, and for the first time the entire night, there were more than two customers at the rack. I left and decided to let the bouncer and the other dancer work it out with the customer. Of course, he felt much he’s appreciated and walk away. I was going to let $25 ruin my night. When I was done with my stage set, one of the bouncers came up to me and thrust $80 into my hands (inexplicably, way more than I was owed). He told me not to “ever make him do that again.” He said it was my responsibility to collect money for a dance up front. That way I don’t get stiffed and he doesn’t have to argue with drunken customers. I nodded my head and told him I was sorry. I’m not one to argue with my bouncers, unless it really matters...

BUT, here’s what I have to say about getting paid for dances up front:

It’s a great idea in theory. In our cash business, there’s no real way to hold customers and dancers accountable. It’s stupid for a dancer (or any type of sex worker) to perform his or her service without first getting paid—there’s too much risk. But, this really isn’t how the world works. You don’t pay a contractor before he remodels your bathroom and you don’t even pay a doctor before he takes an X-ray—it just isn’t how society has laid out the rules of trade. Therefore, when I take a customer into a VIP room and try to convince him to do this particular transaction ass-backwards from how he does every other transaction in his entire life, he is immediately ill-at-ease. He’s already decided he’s not so sure he likes this experience and will likely get up and leave after his lapdance is over. No tip. No repeat dance. He feels used, awkward and wants the hell out. However, if I take a customer in the VIP room and start dancing for them, as the song ends, I ask if they’d like another and remind them it’ll be another $25 and so on. I give the customer a nice little total at the end. I’m rarely walked out on and often tipped. I feel that carrying out my transactions in this manner makes me more money in the long run.

In the event I am walked out on, I appreciate the help and backup from my bouncers. I tip them all well, and if they can get a cheap asshole to fork over his money, I’ll give a sizeable percentage of it directly to said bouncer. If it wasn’t for him, I’d be out the money for the entire dance. It’s better to show my bouncer how much he’s appreciated and walk away with $10, than the $0 I would have had. In fact, a similar situation had occurred the night before. My favorite bouncer tracked the drunken little douche down and made him cough up the $25 he tried to literally run out on. I handed my bouncer back $15 of it and told him I loved having him around. I’m not going to throw a fit if I do lose money. I know it’s a risk I open myself up to, I can’t blame anybody but myself and the dance-n-dash jerk. I try to use my best judgment with customers, if I feel they are a squirrelinly one, I collect my money up front. Sometimes, I’m wrong.

The bouncer, on this night, would not accept an extra tip. He informed me that all the bouncer tips were pooled and that if I wanted to tip extra, that was fantastic, but I had to put it in the “tip pool.” I think this is bullshit. It’s ridiculously unfair to our talented bouncers (and let me tell you, there are some that are infinitely better than others). I would throw a goddamn fit if I had to pool my tips with the other dancers and split them evenly at the end of the night. Who doesn’t accept an extra tip slipped to them for a job well done? We’re not in Communist China here.
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They had introduced themselves as Canadians, not that they needed to. It didn’t take a well-trained ear to immediately discern the tickling inflection with which they spoke and the rounding of their O’s. The Vancouver dudes (from “Canada”, as I teased) were a lovely lot and I led one from the couch—away from his buddies and into the private dance room.

He settled himself in to the squishy seat, and although it had seen much bigger asses, he patted the armrest and joked, “I think we might break this fucker.” I nodded, with faux seriousness, “Yes, I’m very sensitive about my obesity. Quit it.” He smiled again, “No, I’m really a bit of a fat guy.” I paused to examine him. He was perhaps 20 lbs. heavy for his stocky frame, but nothing that would cause me to question his heart health. He spoke again, “Maybe I’m not fat by American standards, but in Canada, I’m considered overweight.”

He was totally right. And the comment stuck with me. Even after they were long gone, I was struck by the simple poignancy of it. Later that night, after the party was over and the club was quiet, I faced my George Washingtons, Andrew Jacksons and the occasional Benjamins, while the bartender scurried about to clean up. The televisions were still blaring silently and in to the private dance room. The bartender scurried about to clean up. The televisions were still blaring silently and in to the private dance room.

“Maybe I’m not fat by American standards, but in Canada, I’m considered overweight.”

It’s pretty easy to be an American. This time of year, we are allowed, no, expected to display pride and patriotism for the country that so few of us have worked so hard to build. Big box stores offer their aisle displays of Old Glory; you can buy all of the made-in-China mini flags you can afford for only a dollar or so each. July 4th is the day when my neighbors will be lighting off their illegally purchased firecrackers and noise makers and dogs everywhere will be hiding under the bed. The next morning, police and hospitals will be catching up with all of the property damage and assaults from the celebrations of the evening. Taxpayers will help cover the cost and everyone will complain each year as those percentages rise.

I’ll be celebrating and embracing the nude performing arts, (since the Oregon Constitution has determined it to be an art) although the remaining 49 states are typically pretty quick to dismiss all adult entertainment as salaciously denigrating—even though it’s one of the most recession-resistant industries. I consider myself extremely fortunate that I can earn a respectable living by dancing nude for strangers. In many parts of the world, honor killings for charges of female indecency are common. I think I vowed never to visit the Middle East, when I read of the Saudi woman who was sentenced to a drowning death in her family swimming pool. Her crime? Her brother’s friend raped her.

Yet, sometimes, the obsession with female parts can be a double-edged sword and I am reminded of this every time I step foot outside of my home. A walk to the grocery store is like an exercise in personal restraint, since strangers just seem to love to verbally harass anything with a vagina and two legs. When I arrive at the aforementioned grocery store, I will see racks of brightly colored magazines screaming at me with suggestions on how to shop my way to a better life, exercise my way to a bigger butt and flirt my way to a man. We’ve gotten our priorities screwed up.

In a country that was founded by people called the Puritans (amongst other groups), it’s quaintly ironic that our culture is obsessed with sex. Add in the modern fact that the U.S. is the worldwide leader in entertainment (via Hollywood) and our society is a muddled combination of nip slip obsession, female idolatry and “slut shaming.” Consider the Victoria’s Secret models, also known as “Angels.” These women are stunning, statuesque examples of lazy strippers, who simply strut down a catwalk in overpriced underwear and oversized white wings. The average stripper will work harder on her own stage every night beating the shit out of her knees, spreading stiff legs for strangers and making nude pullups look easy. In spite of this, the word “stripper” leaves a sour taste in most mouths. This is an example of archetypes; the untouchable, wind-blown Angels are the perfect Madonna archetype to the stripper-whore archetype. It’s giving me a complex.

Another fine example of the American obsession with beauty, is the fact that the average Kardashian will earn more money per episode for any of their television shows, than any teacher will in an entire year. Let’s consider what implications this has for our future generations.

While so many people will insist that America sets a worldwide standard for democracy and ethics, I’d like to know why it took until 2013 for a goddamn cereal commercial to show an inter racial family. I was delighted to realize that Cheerios was making history in advertising until I realized that this shouldn’t even be a topic of discussion, nearly fifty years after interracial marriage was made legal.

It’s a sign of the times when a Cheerios commercial displaying an inter racial family is cheered for its progressiveness, as if we need one more reason to pat ourselves on the back. It’s a sign that things need to change in this country, when the leading fast food companies are able to sell burgers and fries that contain more preservatives and dyes than those that exist in my stripper makeup. It’s a sign that things in this country need to change, when Larry the Cable Guy is endorsing a gut-numbing medication, encouraging us to eat as much deep-fried food as we want.

I haven’t been alive long enough to know if things are getting better or worse, it’s all relative anyway. The last couple of decades have seen awareness in some social issues, such as the lessening of teen pregnancy with better sex education. The drop in HIV and AIDS-related deaths, with prevention, screening and medication. An increased awareness of race discussion, our first black president, a female Secretary of State and even a resurgence of rock and roll music. As a stripper, I’m sure that much of this country would point the finger at women like me, for the breakdown of society. I had no idea how dangerous I’d become, simply by dancing and disrobing. I think the real problems are much more sinister. Besides, if pretty naked ladies are the worst part of a society, I’d like to move to that country instead. Whatever. Drink a beer. Blow some shit up. Do it for ‘Merica.

*Elle dances at Lucky Devil Lounge on Sunday, Tuesday and Friday nights.*
Theme Songs by Scabs

When you can’t get Steve Guttenberg for Police Academy 8, you hire the dude that kind of looks like Steve Guttenberg because, well, it’s pretty much the only work he can get. The same rule applies for theme songs, many of which I have discovered due to my current run at sobriety and the Netflix queue that rules everything around me. Here are three of my favorites:

RUN DMC – GHOSTBUSTERS RAP

Ghostbusters (written by my great uncle Ray Parker, Jr.) was originally the target of a justifiable lawsuit from Huey Lewis & The News. While the movie was in production, the Lewis-News posse had a hit song, “I Want A New Drug.” This song was requested by the producers of Ghostbusters for use as a theme. After all, a song about monster growing out of a cocaine habit in the mid 80s, is perfect for a family comedy about the supernatural. Saving their Hollywood spotlight for American Psycho, the News politely declined the offer to be paid mad duc- kets for their shitty song and dissolved into Sam Goody bargain bin obscurity. Random 80s synth-popper Ray Park- er, Jr., however, was willing to risk his career—most likely because McDon- ald’s re-hires anyone. After shamelessly jacking the lead synth rhythm from I Want A New Drug and rearranging a few programmed drums, the original Ghostbusters tune was created.

The movie was released, everyone loved it, and Ray Lewis & The News sued the shit out of poor ol’ Ray Parker, Jr. Because, hey, fuck that guy. Five years later, Ghostbusters 2 was released, and for whatever reason the original theme song pops up for a few short seconds, stripped of the catchy lead synth that was ruled inappro- priate by the law firm of Lewis, News and News. To compensate for this, and to follow the unspoken rule of any late 80s early 90s movie, one of those awk- ward plot-recap rap songs was used as a theme. Put simply, this track, per- formed by Run DMC and shamelessly titled Ghostbusters Rap (not even adding a “two” or perhaps a clever “too”), was so bad that the other song used for the film (a Bobby Brown tune, On Our Own) pops up in an Internet search for “Ghostbusters 2 song.”

Watch the video: http://youtube.com/watch?v=nQ_kdGXGNgg

ICE CUBE – FRIDAY

Friday is a film about smoking weed. Cypress Hill is a band that promotes weed. Naturally, when Ice Cube ap- proached Cypress Hill’s B-Real for a cameo role in the film, B-Real was inter- ested but, unable to accept the offer (due to management and scheduling issues). Being the cool guy that he is, B-Real offered up a Cypress Hill song (about weed) for Cube to use in the film’s soundtrack. During a meeting of the creative minds (most likely involving memory-influencing drugs), Cube ap- parently heard a few leaked tracks from Cypress Hill’s upcoming album, includ- ing the single Throw Your Set in the Air. After asking if Cypress Hill would offer up that song for Friday as well, Ice Cube was politely reminded by B-Real that yet-to-be-released material isn’t exactly public domain. In response, Ice Cube thanked the group for recording and off- ering up the song they already did for the movie and went home.

Then, Ice Cube took off his shoes, poured a glass of Old English on ice and re-recorded Cypress Hill’s song (specifically the chorus) awkwardly over a clunky track that had nothing to do with the original subject matter. The hook to both tracks is virtually identi- cal, only it took B-Real months to real- ize Ice Cube had stolen his song. The two camps beefed violently for a peri- od during the 90s, most likely resulting in multiple shootings between Blacks and Latinos over a song used in a mov- ie about weed, Ice Cube may “sample” a great deal of material for his beats, but he usually credits Parliament Funkadelic or whoever. Friday, on the other hand, is a straight-up jack and it doesn’t take any longer than a minute or two to see why B-Real got P-Issed off about it. Years later, both songs were re-writ- ten as one single track by a young girl named Rebecca and the rest is Inter- net history.

JACQUELINE NEMORIN – DREAM ON (THE NEVERENDING STORY)

The Neverending Story is one of those movies you can watch as an adult if you smoke enough pot and like its counterparts (Labyrinth, Goonies, Scar- face, etc.), it is primarily appreciated by children. Yet, for whatever reason (pot), it has a pretty kickass stripper-friendly soundtrack (or at least a playable theme song). After spawning a medio- cre sequel, the franchise came to a halt with a third film that is considered to be among the worst movies ever made. Since the third film was made on a bud- get of about eight million bucks, it makes sense that it would feature terrible music (Born to be Wild plays during the credits because, well, why not?). Why not ask then-unknown star Jack Black to lend his talents, when you have the famous Jacqueline Nemorin, a woman whose entire career spans four children’s mov- ies, three of them German?

It isn’t uncommon for sequels to use uniquely awesome hit songs to carry the franchise, three of them German?

Jacqueline Nemorin, a woman whose talents, when you have the famous Jacqueline Nemorin, a woman whose entire career spans four children’s mov- ies, three of them German?

The movie was released, everyone loved it, and Ray Lewis & The News sued the shit out of poor ol’ Ray Parker, Jr. Because, hey, fuck that guy. Five years later, Ghostbusters 2 was released, and for whatever reason the original theme song pops up for a few short seconds, stripped of the catchy lead synth that was ruled inappro- priate by the law firm of Lewis, News and News. To compensate for this, and to follow the unspoken rule of any late 80s early 90s movie, one of those awk- ward plot-recap rap songs was used as a theme. Put simply, this track, per- formed by Run DMC and shamelessly titled Ghostbusters Rap (not even adding a “two” or perhaps a clever “too”), was so bad that the other song used for the film (a Bobby Brown tune, On Our Own) pops up in an Internet search for “Ghostbusters 2 song.”

Watch the video: http://youtube.com/watch?v=nQ_kdGXGNgg

Here is Cypress Hill’s track: http://youtube.com/watch?v=yWZIQRUG4!

Here is Ice Cube’s: http://youtube.com/watch?v=yWZIQRUG4!

Here is the Black version: http://youtube.com/watch?v=tAnUu2gGOU

Dream On (aerosmith) link: http://youtube.com/watch?v=ICoAg_igwEE

(Song actually starts a few seconds into the video, which contains the only audio of this terrible song anywhere on the internet).

For use as a theme. After all, a

Copyright © 2018 by Statutory Day
The National Security Agency (NSA) is becoming all the hype in the news these days—they are supposedly peeking into all your private sexting via Verizon phone records and building the world’s biggest spy center in Utah, where they may or may not operate a program called PRISM that searches through every bit of your online media (now, everyone will know you listen to Coldplay). Based on all the hype, it would seem that the NSA is the biggest and most obtrusive government agency in history.

The 29 year-old technician (who worked for a third party that contracted with the NSA), Edward Snowden (convicted of treason by the time of print?), found this out the hard way when he “leaked” information about a very broad court order to Verizon (release of non-detailed phone records), PRISM and other NSA-monitoring data information to the Guardian. However, this sort of monitoring by the government is an old beaten horse, it just wasn’t sensationalized in the media until this young vigilante came along.

The Cyber Security Act of 2012, heaved the NSA out of most responsibility with monitoring domestic communication. Since then, it has been the responsibility of the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to monitor domestic communication, while the NSA (which is an agency, rather than a cabinet department like the DHS) is responsible for foreign interaction. This battle against privacy breaching has been going on well before Snowden blew his own cock in a legitimate way by organizations like the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC).

Way back in February of 2011, DHS announced that they planned to implement a program that would monitor media content, including social media (no information was found showing whether this is related to or like the NSA’s PRISM). The proposed initiatives would gather information from “online forums, blogs, public websites and message boards” and disseminate information to “federal, state, local and foreign government and private sector partners.” According to the EPIC’s website, “the program would be executed, in part, by individuals who established fictitious usernames and passwords to create covert social media profiles to spy on other users. The agency stated it would store personal information for up to five years.”

DHS was recently court ordered to release specific documents that it uses to monitor social networking websites. The release of the documents is the result of a lawsuit filed by EPIC. EPIC is pursuing a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit against DHS for information about the agency’s surveillance of social networks and news organizations. A particular document of interest, is the Analyst’s Desktop Binder, which includes a list of words which are used to identify terrorism in social media. The lists includes multiple sections, based on different types of terrorist activity—some truly bizarre words that are sure to put everyone under surveillance.

The list of the words shows how analysts used language to identify information worth flagging. After receiving the list, EPIC declared the choice of words as “broad, vague and ambiguous.” Information that wasn’t obtained, was how the DHS gains access to the various search engines and social networks for monitoring (here comes PRISM!), and especially how they do it in real time, which leads one to assume that there may be some sort of handshake involved with the major companies, such as Twitter, Facebook, Google and Microsoft.

There are about three pages of words associated with different types of terrorist events. Most of the words are not-so-obviously related to terrorism: Power, smart, electric, attack, pirates, home grown, plot, ice, help, hail, avalanche, snow, lightning, aid, hacker, worm, social media, exercise, drill, cops, authorities, prevention, response, recovery, threat, crash, facility, toxic, cloud, leak, infection, gas, anthrax, burn, North Korea, virus, bacteria, Ebola, food poisoning, plague, wave, sick, pork, Mexico.

After reading through the list, it seems that 100 percent of posts can essentially be monitored. Thanks to EPIC though, you conspiracy theorists and anti-government freaks can take a step out of your cave because they are fighting the battle the right way. It seems some organizations can get information from the government in a legitimate way, without making an ass out of themselves on the Internet.

If still available by the time of print, the desktop binder can be found at: http://scribd.com/doc/82701103/Analyst-Desktop-Binder-REDACTED
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Classifieds

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
Now hiring girls 18+
Open auditions Tuesday and Thursday 10am-5pm or contact
4 Star Promotions at (503) 893-1830

All New Boom Boom Room!
New look! New sound! New feel! Classy exotic dance club on upscale
tw Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 919-8644
Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

Stars Cabaret
1550 Weston Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

Cabaret
17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over.
Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-9pm.
Call (503) 252-3529

Hiring Dancers
No stage fees! 
Food & drink benefits!
Great place to work!
(503) 819-4345

New Attitude! No Drama! 
Lower Fees!
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new
management and hiring top NW enter-
tainers for day, mid and evening shifts.
Please contact the club for schedule and
audition info at (503) 350-0868

Club Rouge is Hiring Portland’s Top Entertainers
Drop-in auditions are 6pm-8pm Mon-Fri
Call the club for an appointment outside
those times (503) 227-3396

Now Hiring Dancers
21+ for Pirate’s Cove and dancers
18+ for Assets, Firehouse Cabaret, Glimmers,
Nicola S. Clubhouse & Riverside Comil.
Call (503) 268-7429

Bottoms Up is Auditioning!
Now auditioning 18 & over. We offer
initial training for inexperienced
Dancers. Call for details. 
Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844

Landing Strip
Now hiring fun, energetic dancers!
Also accepting applications for all other
positions. Please apply in person at:
E2NE Columbia Blvd
Portland, OR 97218

The All New Stars Cabaret Bridgeport
is seeking professional entertainers
and staff! You have seen the rest, 
now come work with the best!
Call (503) 726-2403

Devil Dancer Promotions
Booking a Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly
delightful bodies.
Make more $$$ than God!
18+, no experience necessary.
Stage fee is only $2 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6600 now!
www.DevilDancer.com

Safari Showclub
Top entertainers
Auditions daily • (503) 231-9199

Wild Orchid
Now hiring dancers!
Daily auditions from 1pm-5pm.
Call (503) 737-7180 for more info!

Big Money — No Drama!
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no
movies your kids might see.
No experience necessary.
Pussycats - 4 Portland locations
(503) 690-2337

Denis Hof’s World Famous
Bunny Ranch
Now hiring fun girls! If you are over 18,
outgoing, friendly and would like to
make lots of money, then give
Madam Suzette a call TOLL FREE
(888) 286-6972, or (775) 246-9901
We will work around your schedule
and provide housing. 
Visit us at www.BunnyRanch.com
(You don’t have to be on TV.)

Now Hiring 
money-motivated dancers!
Call (503) 274-1900

Now Hiring Female Entertainers
Ladies—tired of dancing for a $1?
Sick of the bar scene?
We’re looking for dependable, moti-
ved, female entertainers for a brand
new and unique business concept.
Call (503) 592-0701

Charming and Talented Dancers Wanted
for downtown Portland’s show club
for striptease and cabaret, the Kit Kat
Club. Located at 231 SW Ankeny, next
to Voodoo Doughnuts. Looking for
dancers with at least one “themed”
show or more. Auditions held every
Monday at 5pm.
Please text (503) 919-8644
for more information.

Lucky Devil & Devil’s Point
Now hiring talented entertainers 18+
Email pics and availability to
shifts@dancerbooking.com

The Pallas Club and
Dream on Saloon
are now hiring dancers 18 and over.
For scheduling at Pallas Club,
call Julie (503) 970-8077
and for Dream On Saloon,
call Jersey (503) 422-3655.

Club Fantasy
Now Hiring Hot Models
No drama, safe environment,
flexible schedules.
Call (503) 453-2647

Permanent Makeup!
A professional makeup artist turned
tattoo artist! Under direct supervision
of internationally-renowned school. Ex-
ceptional prices for exceptional work.
Contact Eva dermasubrosaPDX@gmail.com

Miscellaneous

Hot Gay & Bi Locals
Listen to ads FREE!
Send messages Free
Portland (503) 299-9311
Seattle (206) 877-0877
Use FREE code 9377

Hypno Photography
WWW.HYPNO.COM • (206) 226-3853

Dancers, Are You Tired Of The Scheduling Hassles?
Tired Of Fines?
Work Whenever
The Fuck You Want!
Auditions Daily,
Any Time.
NEED A WORKING VACATION?
WORK WHERE THE TEMPERATURE IS 85° RIGHT NOW!
See Our Video On YouTube
Search “ClubGSpotGuam”

CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS • CLASSIFIEDS

Club Foxy
GUAM’S #1 IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT!

ENJOY A NICE WORKING VACATION IN THE WARMTH OF PARADISE
FREE AIRFARE FOR A 2-3 MONTH CONTRACT!
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE FOR $10/DAY!
FRIENDLY AND SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT!

(671) 988-4405
NORM@CLUBFOXY.US
WWW.CLUBFOXY.US

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED
EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY $4500 WEEKLY SALARY + DRINK AND DANCE COMMISSIONS + TIPS! MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE. EMAIL RECENT PHOTOS TO NORM@CLUBFOXY.US • CONTACT NORMAN (671) 988-4405

DANCERS WANTED
Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!
Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!

- Free round-trip airfare
- Housing provided
- Additional $150/week salary
- Drink & dance commissions + tips!
- Guam’s weather is 80 – 90 degrees all year round

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific. Club G-Spot is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and the military.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net

The Best Dancers
World’s Best Known Agency For Dancers
Who Travel!

NOW HIRING DANCERS FOR CLUBS IN:
Baton Rouge
15,000+ per week/tips potential
Free Living & Free Round Trip

Canada
$75 per day salary & shared hotel lodging. 30 day trial stay

Guam
Shared room. Free flight & salary guaranteed.

Lafayette
$3,500 per week earning potential. Parish metro free travel & dancer paid for 30 day stay.

Pittsburgh
$3,500 per week earning potential. Free single room lodging & flights provided.

Tropical Caribbean
$5000 per week for rights-free accommodations. Work & food supplied.

Ask Us About Lodging & Airfare.

CALL JANET NOW!!! (604) 219-8577
APPLY NOW ONLINE WWW.THEBESTDANCERS.COM
OR EMAIL DANCE@TELUS.NET

CLUB U.S.A.
Tumon Guam
The Hottest Adult Nightclub In Guam
This Is Paradise!
Attention Dancers

WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $4500!
Relax On Beautiful White Sand Beaches
Overlooking Crystal Clear Ocean Waters!

FREE ROUND TRIP AIRFARE!
Guam’s Club USA Showclub Offers Entertainers The Opportunity Of A Lifetime!
www.clubusaguam.com
E-Mail Us At pat@clubusaguam.com
1-671-688-5235
PMB 781 SUITE 101
1270N. MARINE CORPS DR.
TAMUNING, GUAM U.S.A. 96913-4331
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I remember being a rookie deputy sheriff in 1986. I had been around and shot Smith & Wesson revolvers and Colt 1911s all my life. But, during the firearms training portion, I was exposed to a new pistol from Austria; the Glock model 17. It was a polymer-framed (read plastic) high capacity 9mm. Other companies had previously tried a plastic framed pistol without any success or reliability. Glock changed all that. At one point, Smith & Wesson dominated the law enforcement and concealed carry markets. More S&W domestates the law enforcement and concealed carry markets. More S&W revolvers rode with cops on patrol than any other manufacturer’s guns. Yet, when the big switch came to semi-automatic pistols, Smith & Wesson lost a large portion of its market to companies like Glock and SIG Sauer.

Recently, I was in the market for a polymer-framed, preferably high capacity 45 auto. I have owned Glock 45’s in the past and svelte is not a word I would associate with them. They always felt like I was holding a box of Wheaties and sighting down a steel gilder. A couple of former associates (whose word I trust) suggested I look at the S&W M&P line. My initial reaction was, "fuck no." This was based on S&W’s previous foray into the polymer market with the Sigma line. These were truly junk! I was assured, that no, the M&P’s were different. They were promised to be just as good, if not better, than the Glocks.

Like a lot of modern pistols, the M&P line is polymer-framed and striker-fired. These guns offer a number of benefits including ease of production (which leads to lower costs), lightweight and rugged reliability. The M&P pistols come with three interchangeable palm swell grips. These grips, or back straps, allow the shooter to adjust the gun to his or her hand, rather than trying to adjust the hand to the gun. We cannot shrink or grow our hands to match the size of the pistol, so Smith & Wesson has made it very simple to size the gun to the shooter. There are three sizes that come with each pistol: small, medium and large. I was surprised at how many people, including myself, really like the small grip size.

Why is gun fit so important anyway? Accuracy. One of the most essential fundamentals of shooting a pistol is trigger control. If you fail to press the trigger smoothly to the rear, you will throw your bullets off target. In a self-defense situation, this means you decrease the chances you will stop an attacker and increase the odds of hitting a bystander. Neither possibility is desirable. If your pistol does not properly fit your hand, your trigger finger will not properly address, or sit on, the trigger face. This increases the likelihood that you will pull the trigger at an angle, shifting the point of fire rather than pressing straight back. Straight back = staying on target. If the handgun fits the shooter’s hand, this will increase accuracy, which in turn inspires confidence. More confidence with the firearm will often lead shooters to practice more on their own and to be more open to learning in structured training classes.

In addition to making the M&P pistols fit the size of the hand, Smith & Wesson set up the guns to work the same no matter which hand was holding it. The slide stop/side release is ambidextrous, meaning that the slide can be released from either side of the gun at any time. The magazine release button is also reversible. Reversing the magazine release is incredibly simple and takes all of 15 seconds. One of the other substantial differences with the M&P over the Glock is the grip angle. The Glock will sit lower in your hand, but does make you break your wrist angle to do so. The M&P sits in your hand like a 1911. This was a huge selling point for me.

A single trigger type is much easier to teach officers, whether it is the single action trigger of a Colt 1911 or the 6.5 pound, striker-fired trigger in the M&P or Glock pistols. Shooters can train and concentrate on learning a single trigger feel rather than two trigger feels and the transition between them. Additionally, the M&P doesn’t have a de-cocker to take a gun out of S-A (single-action) mode and return it to D-A (double-action) mode. It doesn’t need one. Eliminating de-cocking, removes one more step in the process of returning a firearm to its holster in the extremely stressful conditions post-shooting. Out of the box, I found the Glock trigger much crisper and consistent. But, it is relatively easy to get an even better trigger with the M&P. Simply install one of the sear kits from Apex Tactical Specialties. Seriously, S&W should just pay the royalties and make their sear and trigger part of the production guns—they are just that good.

The Smith & Wesson M&Ps have proven to be extremely reliable with a wide range of ammunition. Every hollow-point round I have put through it, has fed and fired perfectly.

One feature that truly sets the M&P apart from some of its competitors, is the internal stainless steel chassis that is molded into the polymer frame. Plastic guns flex—absorbing some of the recoil during shooting. Less felt recoil is good, but too much flex can introduce reliability problems.

Smith & Wesson built the M&P line with the intention of chambering the pistols for the high-pressure .40 S&W and .357 SIG cartridges. Other manufacturers have merely adapted their 9mm frames to the higher pressure guns. The internal steel chassis is just one of the reliability enhancers that Smith built into these pistols.

One of the other selling points of the M&P line, is the M&P can be had in full size, compact and sub-compact versions. The most popular calibers are covered; 9mm, .40 S&W, .357 SIG and .45 ACP. Night sights, ambidextrous thumb safeties and magazine disconnect safeties are all available options.

M&P pistols are definitely budget-friendly. Retail price on the base M&P 9 runs only $569. I’ve seen the same gun sell for less than $500 through various retailers. “Made in the USA” may or may not mean much to you individually, but for some folks hit hard by the migration of jobs overseas, buying an imported gun may not be politically palatable. Fortunately, Smith & Wesson is a US-owned company, who makes all but one of the M&P guns here in the states. (The M&P 22 is made for S&W by Walther in Germany.)
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Come get lucky!

Lucky Lounge
Lottery • Cocktails • Dancers • Fine Food • Poker

Register and vote for Lucky Devil Lounge (small club of the year/pretend) to win at the 2013 Exotic Dancer Awards! www.thedaisyawards.com

Lucky Devil Lounge • 633 SE Powell Blvd • (503) 206-7350 • Open 11am-2:30am • 7 days a week
Now hiring talented entertainers • Email pics and availability to shifts@dancerbooking.com

www.luckydevillounge.com | www.facebook.com/ldlpdx
FLESH
Exotic Wear

OPEN DAILY
6PM TO 3AM

330 SW 3RD AVE
503-227-1527
(Located Downtown)

Megan

CORSET
$69.99

8'' PLEASERS FEATURING
APPROX. 11,900
RHINESTONES INDIVIDUALLY
HAND-LAID - $279.99

Follow Us
On Instagram
@FleshExoticWear
For 20% Off
All Merchandise

Shoes,
Dancewear,
Accessories
And More!

KNOWING YOU ARE ONE OF THE HOTTEST DANCERS IN PORTLAND = PRICELESS
THE GOLDEN DRAGON
EXOTIC CLUB

324 SW 3RD AVE / LOCATED DOWNTOWN / 503-274-1900
OPEN MON-FRI 2PM-SUNRISE & SAT-SUN 6PM-SUNRISE

www.facebook.com/GoldenDragonClub
GoldenDragonPDX.com

Rio

Top Oregon Dancers, We Want You!
"Boobs! Not Booze!"

18 & OVER!

Auditions

936 E Burnside St (503) 236-1125
OPEN MON-THU 4PM-2:30AM & FRI-SUN 3PM-2:30AM
FULL MENU • FULL BAR • 2 STAGES • PRIVATE DANCES

303-740-7141
EVERY NIGHT 9-10PM

Thirst PicksClub

Union

Jacks

Auditions
2 ALL-NEW STAGES & LIGHTING - 5 VIP SUITES - FULL BAR & MENU - 4 POOL TABLES - FREE POOL EVERY SUNDAY

WE’RE DIFFERENT TOO!
COME CHECK OUT OUR MOTHER & DAUGHTER SHOWS!

Pallas CLUB
13639 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 760-8128
MON-SAT 11:30AM-2:30AM, SUN 1PM-2:30AM
FACEBOOK.COM/PALLASCUB

DON’T MISS OUT ON OUR PRIVATE PARTY ROOM FOR BACHELOR PARTIES, BIRTHDAY PARTIES AND MORE!
HAPPY HOUR 11:30AM-6PM

OIL WRESTLING SATURDAY, JULY 20 @ 9PM WITH GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGHT!
FREE POOL & KILLER BLOODY MARY SPECIALS EVERY SUNDAY!

Dream On Saloon
15920 SE STARK ST • (503) 243-8168
FACEBOOK.COM/DREAMONSTARK
OPEN MON-SAT 11:30AM-2AM, SUN 1PM-2AM

COWBOY NIGHT LAST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH

OIL WRESTLING SATURDAY, JULY 27 @ 9PM WITH GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGHT!
FREE POOL & DREAMY BLOODY MARY SPECIAL EVERY SUNDAY!

Now Hiring Sexy And Classy Entertainers 18 & Over

COME WORK WITH THE CLUBS THAT WORK WITH YOU! FOR PALLAS CLUB, CALL JULIE (503) 970-6077 & FOR DREAM ON SALOON, CALL JERSEY (503) 422-3655 - *MINORS’ AUDITIONS ONLY AT PALLAS

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE & FREE USE OF TANNING BED AT PALLAS FOR HOUSE ENTERTAINERS
Lynsie-Lee
JULY 2013
SINORITA
OF THE MONTH

We're Different!
10 PRIVATE DANCES GIVEN AWAY EVERY WEEK
BEST PRIVATE DANCES IN PORTLAND
OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
OVER 75 DANCERS EVERY WEEK
13 TOPLESS BARTENDERS

We Hire Only
The Hottest
Dancers In
Portland!

CASA DIABLO
VEGAN STRIP CLUB

Auditions Friday, Saturday & Sunday • 5PM - 8PM
2839 NW ST HELENS RD • PORTLAND • WWW.CASADIABLO.COM • (503) 222-6600
Covergirl
Dance Contest
WEDNESDAY, JULY 17

TRY OUR DELICIOUS
10 OZ. RIBEYE FOR $9.50

HAPPY HOUR
BLOWOUT
10:30AM - 5PM DAILY

2-FOR-TUESDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

REHAB SPECIAL - SAT & SUN
INCLUDES BLOODY MARY, 2 EGGS & HASHBROWNS

OUR SERVERS TAKE THEIR TOPS DOWN EVERY TUESDAY
ALL TOP-SHELF LIQUOR REDUCED BETWEEN 7PM-MIDNIGHT

Wild Wednesdays
DROP IN WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
8PM-10PM FOR OUR FAMOUS BEER SPECIAL, YOU KNOW WHAT WE MEAN!

DOUBLE TROUBLE THURSDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

NEW, LONGER HAPPY HOUR
10:30AM - 7PM DAILY
REALLY UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! NO, REALLY!
BEAVERTON
503.399.8568 • 4570 SW LOMBARD AVE • 97005

VIP WEEK
MONDAY, JULY 8 - SATURDAY, JULY 13
FREE PRIME RIB ALL WEEK 6-9PM
COME IN WITH AN OLD VIP CARD AND GET A NEW ONE FREE!

STARS’ B-DAY BASH
FRIDAY, JULY 12
17 YEARS OF THE HOTTEST ENTERTAINMENT!

BEACH WEEK
MONDAY, JULY 15 - SATURDAY, JULY 20
WEAR YOUR BEACH OUTFIT, GET IN FREE!

SURF CONTEST
SATURDAY, JULY 20
MECHANICAL SURF BOARD COMPETITION - CASH PRIZE!

SALEM
503.370.8803 • 1550 WESTON CT NE • 97301

VOODOO TIKI WEEKEND
THURSDAY, JULY 18 - SATURDAY, JULY 20
SURF’N TUBE ONLY $9.75
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT COCONUT SHRIMP ONLY $9.75
PIG ROAST WITH HAWAIIAN BUFFET ON SATURDAY, JULY 20 ONLY!

BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17939 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224

ENTERTAINER APPRECIATION PARTY
FRIDAY, JULY 19
OPEN TO ALL ENTERTAINERS FROM ALL CLUBS. FREE ADMISSION, FOOD & GUEST DJ.

STARS’ PANTY RAID
FRIDAY, JULY 26
GET YOU COMMEMORATIVE STARS’ PANTIES RIGHT OFF YOUR FAVORITE ENTERTAINER!

JULY FEATURE
ALEXIS MONROE
JULY 10 - BEND
JULY 11 - SALEM
JULY 12 - BEAVERTON
JULY 13 - BEAVERTON

FREE PRIME RIB
6-9PM W/Paid Admission
Mon-Salem & Bridgeport
Wed-Beaverton

WWW.STARSCABARET.COM
NOW HIRING TOP NW ENTERTAINERS AND STAFF. APPLY IN PERSON AT ALL LOCATIONS.